
Q 7. TROIJBLESHOOTING 

If a fault occurs and the mverter does not work properly,, determine the 

cause referring to the following troubleshooting list and apply the remedy. 

If the cause cannot be determined in accordance with the list, the inverter 

or its part(s) ,is likely to be defective. 

For remedy of serious trouble or any inquiry, contact the nearest service 

representative. 

7.1 Troubleshooting 

(1) Troubleshooting by indicator lamps’ of parameter unit 

Indicator lamp. Possible cause Checkup Remedy 

OVT: Overvoltage in DC Is ’ deceleration too Increase deceleration 
Regenerative output circuit fast? time (it should meet 
overvoltage (across terminals load GDP (WK*) **a 
shut off P and N) inertia) ‘. 
(deceleration time 
set improperly) 

IPF: Instantaneous power Determine the cause 
Instantaneous failure of instantaneous 
power failure power failure. 

FIN: Heatsinks are Is cooling fan Replace cooling fan 
Heatsink overheat overheated. stopped (for models 

larger than 2.2K) ? Reduce. ambient 
temperature. 

Is ambient temp- 
erature too high? . . . . 

BE: ‘Brake transistor is Is brake operating Reduce load GD* 
Brake transistor, defective. duty proper? (WK’) . 
fault Reduce brake 

‘operating duty. 

OCl: Overcurrent Is acceleration too Prolong acceleration 
Acceleration ‘.- - ftist? --. : ,time. 

overcurrent Is outptt short- 
circuited? 

‘0 

0 
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Indicator lamp 

oc2: 
Steady speed 
overcurrent 

Possible cause Checkup Remedy 

Overcurrent Is load changed Eliminate sudden 
suddenly?, load change, 
Is output short- 
circuited? 

oc3: 
Deceleration 
overcurrent 

Is deceleration too Prolong deceleratior 
fast? time. 
Is output short- 
circuited? 

THM: 
Overload alarm 

Motor. thermal relay Is motor overloaded? Lighten load. 
Change motor/ 
inverter capacity. 

THT: Inverter thermal relay 
Overload alarm 

OLT: 
Stall prevention 

UVT: 
Under voltage 

Long-lasting action Is motor overloaded? Lighten load. 
of stall preventive Change motor/ 
function inverter capacity. 

Low power supply Is a motor having Check power supply 
voltage a large capacity line. 

(connected in the, 
same power line) 
started? 

GF: 
Ground fault 
overcurrent 

Ground fault in 
output line 

Is output line or Check output line 
motor short-circuited and motor, and 
to ground? remove short- 

circuiting. 

OHT: Thermal relay provided Does motor Lighten load or 
External thermal in external circuit is overheat? duty. 
relay trip activated. 

OPT: Option unit is not Is connector engaged Securely engage 
Built-in option connected to inverter securely. connector. 
unit connection properly. 
failure 

If an indicator lamp lights, the motor stops after coasting. 
To resume motor operation, remove the cause, reset the protective function 
and restart the inverter. 

‘ 

,.. . r‘ 
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(2) Troubleshooting list 

Trouble 

Motor does 
not start *** 

Motor starts 
and rotates 
in wrong 
direction a*. 

Motor runs, 
but its speed 

cannot be 
changed *** 

Motor accele- 
ration or decele- 
ration is not 
smooth a** 

Checkup 

Are all wirings correct? 

Are voltages across power supply 
terminals R and S, S and T, and 
T and S normal (POWER and 
CHARGE lamps should light) ? 

. 

Are there output voltages across 
terminals U and V, V and W, 
and W and U? 

Is motor locked (due to excessively 
large load) ? 

Does ALARM lamp light? * 

Is parameter set up properly? 

Are wirings of output circuit in 
correct phase sequence? 

Are “FWD” and “REV” signal . 

lines connected to correct 
terminals? 

Is frequency reference signai wiring 

correct? 

Is load too heavy? 

Is time for acceleration or deceleration 
too short? 

Remedy 

Correct wirings. 

Supply voltages. 

Supply voltages. 

Remove cause of locking 

of motor. 

See the previous page. 

Check settings. 

Correct output phase 
sequence. 

“FWD” signal: 

Terminals STF - SD 
closed 
“REV” signal: 
Terminals STR - SD 
closed 

Correct frequency reference 
signal wiring. 

Lighten load. 

Prolong acceleration or 
deceleration time. 

0 

0 

0 
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Trouble Checkup Remedy 

Motor speed is Are number of poles of motor Check specifications and 
out of control correct? Does voltage meet Rating Plate. 

(motor speed specifications? 
is too high 

or low) . . . . . . Is gear reduction ratio correct? 

Is maximum frequency set properly? Check maximum frequency 

setting. 

Are voltages across motor terminals Check base frequency 

correct? (V/F) . 

Motor speed is Is load too large? Lighten load. 
unstable *.. 

Is load change excessive? Minimize load change. 

Increase inverter and 
motor capacities. 
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7.2’ Protective functions 
. . 

The inverter is provided with the following protective functions for protection 

from overcurrent or overvoltage. 

If a protective function is activated, the transistor base current (output) 

is shut off and the motor stops after coasting. Its cause is displayed by 

the readout of parameter unit (when parameter unit is used) . 

For details, refer to the description “PARAMETER UNIT”. (p. 92) 

Function Description Remedy 

Overcurrent When 150% (Note*) or more of the inverter Prolong acceleration 

stall prevention . rated current flows into the motor during time or reduce load 

acceleration, this function stops increase of to prevent recurrence 

frequency (inverter output) until load current of action of this 

reduces to prevent - the inverter from function. 

overcurrent tripping. 

When 150% or more of the inverter rated 

current flows during normal (constant- 

speed) operation, this function reduces 

frequency until load current reduces to 

prevent inverter from overcurrent tripping. 

After load current is reduced below 150%, 

this function allows increase of frequency 

up to the preset frequency. 

Regenerative If converter output voltage is increased Prolong deceleration 

overvoltage excessively by regenerative energy during time. 

stall prevention motor deceleration, this function stops 

decrease of frequency to prevent inverter 

from overvoltage tripping. 

0 

0 
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Function Description 

As soon as regenerative energy has 

reduced, this function decreases frequency 

again to allow deceleration to continue. 

Remarks 

Overcurrent 

shutoff 

(OCl) 

(OC2) 

(OC3) 

When 200% or more of the inverter The most possible 

rated output current flows, this protective causes of overcurrent 

function is activated to stop the inverter. shutoff include invertel 

output short-circuit, 

ground fault, excessivt 

load inertia (GD’) , 

extremely short setting 

of acceleration/ 

deceleration time, 

start during motor 

coasting, start of 

special motor or 

motor of capacity 

larger than inverter 

rating. 

Restart after 

examinating and 

removing the cause. 

Regenerative 

overvoltage 

shutoff : 

(OVT) 

When converter output voltage becomes This function is 

excessive, ‘due to regenerative energy from activated mainly due 

the motor, this protective function is to short deceleration 

activated to stop and hold transistor time or negative 

base current off. load. 
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Function Description Remarks 

OVT Prolong deceleration 

(continued) time (it should be 

noted that overheat 

of incorporated 

brake resistor may 

catse activation of 

this function) . 

Instantaneous To prevent failure when instantaneous If power is switchec 

power failure power failtre lasting for 15 msec or on after inverter 

protection . longer (also when inverter input power output shutoff, the 

(IPF) supply is shut off for 15 . msec or resultant restart durini 

longer) occurs, the instantaneous power motor coasting may 

failure protective function is activated trip the inverter. 

and stops (and hold stopped) inverter 

output. To prevent tripping 

In this case, alarm output contact is of the inverter, use 

open (across B and C> . an automatic restart 

prevention circuit. 

(If power failure is shorter than 

15 msec, operation continues normally.) 

Under-voltage If the inverter input power voltage is Under voltage may 

protection below the specified mimimum voltage, occur if capacity of 

(UVT) the inverter cotrol circuit cannot function power transformer ir 

normally and the specified motor torque insufficient, or a 

cannot be obtained or overheating may motor having a 

occur. large capacity 

connected to the 

When the input ’ power voltage goes -down same power line 

below about 150V (about 300V in case of is started. 

400V class) , undervoltage protective function Cheer the power line 
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Function Description Remarks 

is activated and stops (and holds stopped) 

inverter output. 

Brake transistor If trouble occurs with brake transistor, 

fault detection this function detects it and shuts off 

(BE) inverter output. 

Examine thermal 

capacity of brake 

resistor and regene- 

rative braking duty 

(%ED) and use 

inverter having a 

larger capacity, if 

necessary. 

Overload shutoff Electronic thermal relay in the inverter Examine the cause 

(Electronic detects overload of motor during operation of overload, and 

thermal relay) under rated conditions, or motor over- lighten load, change 

(THT) heating at low speed, and activates this operation pattern, 

(THM) protective function which stops (holds or use inverter 

stopped) inverter output. having a larger 

capacity if necessary 

CkUTION 

External overload protection must be 

provided to protect the motor in 

accordance with UL508 Par.144.3. 

Heatsink overheat Models larger than 2.2K are equipped 

protection with cooling far&) . 

(FIN) If the fan fails and the semiconductor 

heatsinks overheat, temperature sensor is 

activated to shut off (hold shut off) 

inverter output. 

Examine cooling fan 

operation and ambient 

temperature. 



Function Description Remarks 

Brake resistor If regenerative brake energy from motor Prolong deceleration 

overheat exceeds the specified value, the brake time or change 

protection operation is stopped to protect the operati-on sequence 

brake resistor .from overheating. to reduce. braking 

duty. 

When the brake resistor is cooled, the 

brake operation restarts automatically. 

Ground fault If ground fault occurs on the inverter Check if ground 

current protectior output side (load side) and ground fault fault occurs on the 

(GF) _ current flows, the inverter output is load side (motor 

shut off. power circuit) . 

After removal of 

the cause, restart 

operation. 

External thermal If externallyinstalled thermal relay for 

relay trip protection of motor from overheat 

(OHT) (or motor built-in thermal relay) is 

activated (relay contact is opened) , the 

inverter output is shut off and held 

shut off. 

This function is applicable when 

Examine load and 

motor duty to 

determine the cause 

of overheat. 

,“external thermal signal input” function 

is selected. (FUNCTION 46) 

Built-in option When an inverter built-in option unit Check connection 

unit connection is used and not connected properly (connector engage- 

failure (misengagement of conector, for example) , men0 of option unit. 

(OPT) the inverter is shut off. _’ 

0 

0 
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Note *: The stall prevention threshold level is set to “150%” of 

inverter rated current when the inverter is shipped. This 

setting can be changed by user (the overcurrent stall 

prevention is activated at the threshold level set by user) . 

Use this function parameter with care. 

INDICATION AND DISPLAY OF PROTECTIVE FUNCTION 

If a protecsive function is activated, 

0 ALARM lamp lights, and 

0 Alarm information is dispkayed on the readout of parameter unit 

(for details, refer to the description of “PARAMETER UNIT”) . (p. 92) 

HOW TO RESET THE INVERTER 

If a protective function is activated, the inverter output is shut off 

(held shut off) and the -motor stops after coasting. 

To resume operation, the inverter should be reset by turning off and 

then on again, or short-circuit between RESET terminals (RES and SD> 

for at least O.lsec. 

If terminals (RES and SD) are held closed, “Err.” appears (flickering) in 

the readout * of the parameter unit, indicating that the inverter is in a 

reset condition. Do not switch on and off repeatedly by the mains unit. 

HOW TO HOLD AN ALARM OUTPUT SIGNAL 
/ 

If the magnetic contactor on the power input side of the inverter is 

opened when a protective function is actuated, the control circuit of 

inverter is shut off from the power supply and the alarm signal cannot 

be held on. 

r 

To hvld an alarm signal, an external circuit which holds an alarm signal 

is used, or a separate power supply is provided for the control circuit 

(refer to 4. WIRING, (5)) . 
‘1 
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ALARM HISTORY 

The alarm information is stored In the memory (E’ROM) of inverter, and 0 
not erased even when the power is turned off. 

Since a maximum of 4 alarms can be stored in the memory, they can 

be read one by one to identify the cause (for details, refer to the 

description’ of “PARAMETER UNIT”) . (p. 89) 

0 

0 
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